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**Highlights**

- Privacy literacy negatively influences disclosure behavior.
- Literate children find data practices more fair when a reward is provided.
- There is a positive relationship between perceived fairness and disclosure behavior.
- Older children engage more in privacy protective behavior.

**Children’s Perceptions of Fairness in a Data Disclosure Context: The Effect of a Reward on the Relationship between Privacy Literacy and Disclosure Behavior**

**Abstract**
Children have increasingly become the target of commercial entities that seek their customer data. This study examines how young children deal with these requests and explores how enhancing their privacy literacy is related to real disclosure behavior. Additionally, the paper explores how this relationship is affected when companies provide a reward in exchange for the data and how it is mediated by how fair children think data practices are. An experiment with 496 children (9–13 years old) shows that privacy literacy negatively influences disclosure behavior. However, there is an interaction effect between privacy literacy and reward on perceived fairness, eventually affecting disclosure behavior. More specifically, children who are more literate find data practices to be fairer when a reward is provided, which in turn leads to greater data disclosure. Implications of the findings and directions for future research are discussed.
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1 Introduction

As potential future consumers who have a great influence on the purchase decisions of their parents, children have become the target of commercial entities that seek their personal data for the creation of more personalized services, products, and advertising. A study on how developers collect and share personal data showed that two-thirds of apps played by preschool-aged children collected persistent digital identifiers (identification codes that can be traced back to the device’s owner and that can be used for profiling and marketing purposes) and shared them with third-party marketing companies (Zhao et al., 2020).

In terms of regulation, more specifically under Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), companies are not prohibited from using children’s personal data for marketing purposes but should respect the imposed measures regarding data processing and protection when doing so (Information Commissioner’s Office, 2018). Examples of such measures include providing comprehensible and concise information on how data will be processed and for what it will be used and having a lawful basis for data processing (e.g., consent) (Lievens and Verdoodt, 2018). When it comes to the latter, parental consent is needed for children below 16 years (in Belgium—the country where the current research was executed—this age barrier was lowered to 13 years) (Milkaite and Lievens, 2018).

Despite these additional measures, which should increase awareness about data processing, children struggle to understand the complexity of internet data and are not yet fully aware of the commercial use of their personal data (Livingstone et al., 2019). This can become even more problematic when businesses use creative methods to convince children to provide their personal data, hereby stressing the benefits of data disclosure. Examples can for instance be found in the provision of free products, access to online content, monetary incentives, contest participation, and customization benefits (Babula et al., 2017). This technique seems to be effective for teenagers, as Heirman et al. (2012) showed that six out of 10 teenagers (ages 12–18
years) disclosed their personal information in exchange for a commercial incentive, and Youn (2005) found that teenagers’ (ages 14–18 years) intention to disclose gradually increased when they perceived more benefits from the website requesting their details.

Rewards may play a significant role in the so-called privacy calculus (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999; Laufer and Wolfe, 1977), that is, the assessment that people make when they are confronted with a disclosure request. This rationally based assessment concerns a trade-off between expected losses and potential gains stemming from disclosing their data. The extent to which they let this assessment rule in favor of or against disclosing depends on a number of factors. For example, individuals are more willing to share private information when risks can be compensated for with some kind of benefit (Li et al., 2010). These benefits are typically informational, commercial, economic, or social (Trepte et al., 2020). In particular, past research has shown that individuals are willing to disclose their personal information for benefits such as customization (Mothersbaugh et al., 2012) and monetary rewards (Shibchurn and Van, 2014). Besides the assessment of privacy costs and benefits related to data disclosure requests, individuals also make an implicit assessment of the exchange fairness. This is an individual’s evaluation on how fair the information exchange is in terms of collection and subsequent use (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999). Malheiros et al. (2013) showed that consumers who perceived the data disclosure to be fairer disclosed more truthful data.

The concept of exchange fairness is also undoubtedly related to the aforementioned cost–benefit trade-off that comes with data disclosure requests. Individuals may for instance decide to not disclose their personal data when the requested data is unfair or when the purpose of data collection is unknown or irrelevant. The underlying assumption of both assessments (i.e., privacy calculus and exchange fairness) is the rational consideration that precedes the decision outcome (Kehr et al., 2015; Li et al., 2010). That is, individuals need to be aware of the privacy costs and gratifications when they are confronted with a data disclosure request.
before they can actually form evaluations regarding its exchange fairness and decide on whether
to disclose or not. Previous research has therefore suggested that literacy is important in privacy
coping behavior (Trepte et al., 2015). The more consumers are aware of how their data can be
used for commercial ends and how they can protect their online privacy, the more able they will
be to put privacy protections into practice. Especially when it comes to young children, privacy
literacy is often presented as a tool to empower them in the current digital environment and to
help them manage their personal data online (De Wolf and Vanden Abeele, 2020).

While several factors (including both risk and benefit components) that influence
disclosure behaviors have previously been identified, it is still unclear what the underlying
mechanisms between antecedents and outcome behaviors are. For instance, there is a lack of
insight into the predictive factor of literacy on perceived fairness and of fairness on disclosure
behavior (Malheiros et al., 2013). Moreover, few studies have focused on the effects of the
inclusion of rewards among children; those that did found that direct incentives increased
children’s disclosure intentions, and perceived benefits decreased privacy concerns (e.g.,
Heirman et al., 2012; Lwin et al., 2012; Walrave and Heirman, 2013; Youn, 2009). However,
these studies took children’s intentions into account rather than investigating how they actually
acted upon a disclosure request. By measuring real disclosure behavior, the privacy paradox in
which consumers’ intentions contradict their real behavior can be ruled out (Kokolakis, 2017).

Considering both the need for more insights into the underlying mechanisms of privacy
behavior and the call for more research on real disclosure behavior (see Baumeister et al., 2007),
we aim to contribute to the existing theoretical foundation by investigating how moral reflection
and, more precisely, perceived fairness act as potential mediators in the relationship between
privacy literacy and information disclosure and how this relationship is affected by the
provision of a reward. Investigating the impact of the benefit side of this trade-off on children’s
disclosure behavior may provide valuable insights into children’s decisions about privacy protection.

In this study, we focus on children between the ages of 9 and 13 years old. In addition to the increasing internet consumption among this age group, they also start to explore commercial websites online. Among the top 30 websites that British children accessed the most in May 2017, many commercial websites such as eBay and Amazon were noted (Ofcom, 2017). As commercial websites typically ask for personal data to facilitate the purchasing process, children may come into contact with commercial data disclosure requests at a young age. Also, from this age onwards they can begin to understand more complex and abstract concepts regarding privacy-related matters (Kumar et al., 2017), making it easier to address the topic of privacy when collecting research data. Children at this age also become capable of shifting between perspectives and understand that their point of view is not necessarily the same as that of others (John, 1999). This insight enables them to evaluate consumer-related matters on certain moral facets such as fairness and appropriateness (Wright et al., 2005; Zarouali et al., 2019). We believe policymakers may also benefit from the conclusions drawn from this study when developing guidelines on the provision of a reward in data disclosure contexts where young children are involved.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Theoretical framework

This study adopts the privacy calculus model as a theoretical framework to build on the hypotheses. The privacy calculus model (Laufer and Wolfe, 1977) is a common approach to analyze consumers’ privacy perceptions and disclosure decisions. The theory of behavioral calculus originates from the idea that situational constraints are evaluated in view of potential outcomes in behavioral decision making. In the context of information disclosure, the theory proposes that when people decide on whether they want to disclose information, this calculus
is typically presented as a trade-off between the expected losses and potential gains that stem from disclosure. Previous studies (e.g. Kim et al., 2019) referred to these losses as risks and costs people relate to giving away their personal information. The gains are referred to as entailing benefits, such as rewards or social benefits, in return for their data.

Consumers’ final behavior—either divulging personal data or refusing to do so—thus reflects the outcome of this cost–benefit trade-off. It is presumed that consumers only disclose personal data when potential benefits outweigh expected losses (Kokolakis, 2017). Previous studies have identified numerous factors that alter risk and benefit perceptions, such as the provision of monetary rewards (Li et al., 2010), personalized messages (Xu et al., 2011), sensitivity of the requested information (Mothersbaugh et al., 2012), and institutional trust and general privacy concerns (Kehr et al., 2015).

The privacy calculus theory sees the disclosure decision as a rather rational and conscious evaluation. Forming a cost–benefit trade-off is thus considered a true cognitive and rational process. This also implies that people actually need to be aware of the positive and negative consequences of data disclosure when evaluating these factors within a specific information disclosure context. This is not always the case, as people may not have good insights in the costs and benefits associated with data disclosure. Thus, the need for privacy literacy is an essential element and may also be viewed as an important antecedent for performing privacy calculus.

2.2 The Importance of Privacy Literacy

Privacy literacy has been proposed by many scholars as a key asset in effective privacy regulation and informed control of one’s online identity (Trepte, Teutsch, Masur, Eichler, et al., 2015). More specifically, privacy literacy is related to the reluctance to provide personal data and the adoption of privacy protective behavior. For instance, in the context of social media, it was found that users with higher literacy changed their privacy settings on Facebook more
frequently (Bartsch and Dienlin, 2016). Weinberger et al. (2017) confirmed the link between literacy and coping behavior and stated that knowledge of ways and tools to enhance privacy protection (viz. passive privacy literacy) was positively related to the ability to effectively apply privacy-enhancing tools (viz. active privacy literacy). In other words, people who know how to protect their online privacy are also better at using effective measures to protect their privacy. Moreover, people who are privacy literate and are familiar with using privacy protective tools are also more likely to control the spread of their information than those with less knowledge (Park, 2013). A possible explanation for this can be found in people’s different assessments of privacy risks when they are more literate. In particular, when consumers gain knowledge about how their information is used for marketing purposes, they may find it riskier to disclose their data or may perceive more privacy intrusion (Ham, 2017).

When it comes to children (ages 6–10 years), studies have shown that they can understand and identify certain types of privacy risks, such as stranger danger situations (Desimpelaere et al., 2020a) and information oversharing (Zhao et al., 2019). In the context of the so-called stranger danger situations (i.e., a form of danger that happens during the exchange of specific personal data in interpersonal communication), they are even able to employ a variety of privacy protective strategies such as refraining from providing any personal details and seeking parental guidance (Desimpelaere et al., 2020a). In commercial contexts, however, they have difficulties with identifying risks, such as online tracking (Zhao et al., 2019) and commercial data mining (Kumar et al., 2017).

In the analytical stage of consumer socialization, children (ages 7–11 years) begin to develop more complex consumer-related skills to function as consumers in the marketplace (John, 1999). However, they sometimes overvalue their ability to cope with privacy contexts and do not completely understand the risks of doing so. Thus, they can be more prone to marketers’ attempts to convince consumers to divulge information (Shin et al., 2012).
One study that explored the effects of a privacy literacy training on children (ages 9–13 years) found that those children who watched a video on the collection and usage of personal data, and thus who gained more privacy literacy, disclosed less personal details than those who did not receive such training (Desimpelaere et al., 2020b). Likewise, it is important for children to have a certain level of privacy literacy as it helps them to make better disclosure decisions and to protect their privacy.

2.3 The Fairness of a Data Disclosure Request

The ability to make a moral judgement on the appropriateness of certain consumer-related affairs is an elementary aspect in making children well-informed and critical consumers (De Pauw et al., 2018; Friestad and Wright, 1994). Thus, if a person has attained a decent level of privacy literacy, it can be assumed that they are also able to reflect on whether a particular data disclosure request is fair or appropriate. This moral evaluation should also ideally become part of arriving at well-informed disclosure decisions.

Perceived fairness related to data requests represents individuals’ beliefs that personal data will be collected and used as communicated by the data processor and that this happens in an ethical and fair way (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999). Drawing on the social contract theory, information exchange interactions between internet users and online businesses happen through social contracts (Donaldson and Dunfee, 1994). Such social contracts can be seen as a mutual agreement on the obligations or social norms for the involved parties (Li, 2012).

More specifically, people feel they have such a hypothetical contract when they share their personal data with online businesses. They put trust in the business to handle their data safely because according to the social contract, businesses are required to do so. When people feel that businesses correctly act upon the contract, and thus perceive the contract as more reliable, they will be more willing to provide personal data (Kruikemeier et al., 2020). If, for instance, the website collects data unrelated to the purpose of the information exchange, or
internet users encounter feelings of intrusiveness because their personal data are used unfairly, a breach of social contract is likely to be experienced (Li et al., 2010). As such, the reliability of the contract is questioned, and people may eventually decide not to share their personal information and instead safeguard their online privacy.

The fairness of information exchange is thus an important element in consumers’ decisions on disclosure: the assessment of how fair the information exchange is can modify the outcome of the aforementioned privacy calculus or the cost–benefit trade-off (Li et al., 2010). That is, consumers may refrain from providing their personal data when they encounter feelings of unfairness (Sharma and Crossler, 2014). Children are also able to make moral judgements on consumer tactics. Kohlberg’s (1984) moral stage theory proposes that moral thinking evolves from a focus on the self to a focus on the other and results from cognitive gains that come with age. In general, it is assumed that as children grow, their perspective-taking abilities are further developed, and they are able to judge actions by taking the other party’s perspective, such as motives and intentions, into account. In particular, from the age of 7–8 years onwards, they develop cognitive skills such as a more complex theory of mind, that is, they are more skilled in understanding other people’s points of view (Carpendale and Chandler, 1996). This is of great value for moral reasoning because evaluating commercial tactics on aspects like fairness and appropriateness typically involves understanding other people’s motives (Zarouali et al., 2019).

In the context of advertising, the link between literacy and moral reflections is generally presented as a positive relationship. It is assumed that individuals become more skeptical and negative toward advertisements when they are more aware of persuasive attempts (Friestad and Wright, 1994). De Jans et al. (2019) showed that having knowledge is an important asset for being able to reflect critically on persuasive attempts. When people are aware of the different tactics and strategies that marketers use—in other words, when they have attained a certain
level of advertising literacy—it is easier for them to recognize and understand persuasive attempts. At the same time, this knowledge activates them to approach the ad more skeptically and to critically reflect on it because they understand the advertiser’s motives to create such commercial content.

This relationship was demonstrated by a study that found that cognitive advertising literacy (related to knowledge) was correlated with moral advertising literacy (related to perceived fairness) among adolescents (ages 12–18 years) (De Jans et al., 2018). That is, the more insights adolescents have regarding the different tactics and strategies that marketers use, the less fair they think advertisements are. Another study that focused on children’s (ages 9–11 years) perceptions on new advertising formats showed that when children were motivated to reflect on the tactics of unconscious persuasion, they formulated concerns regarding personalized advertising and perceived this to be a deceptive technique (De Pauw et al., 2018).

Therefore, we extend this line of thinking to the context of online privacy and expect that when children are more literate, they will find data practices less fair. This is because they will have a better view on the negative consequences that come with online data practices. In other words, they may have a broader and more nuanced view on the appropriateness of such practices, eventually leading them to formulate a more skeptical opinion on the use of personal data by commercial institutions.

H1: Children who are more (vs. less) privacy literate will perceive an online data disclosure request from a commercial company as less fair and will engage in less disclosure behavior.

2.4 The Moderating Role of a Reward

Consumers are often asked to provide their personal data in exchange for a reward or remuneration. Typical rewards entail access to media content, monetary incentives, personalized advertisements, and customization benefits (Babula et al., 2017; Li, 2012). The
privacy calculus model explains how these rewards are one part of the benefit and risk trade-off related to data disclosure. It posits that behavior is driven by utility maximization, whereby individuals aim at maximizing benefits and minimizing risks related to a certain behavior (Barth and de Jong, 2017). Consumers will thus only share their personal data when they perceive the benefits to be greater than the risks (Dinev and Hart, 2006). According to the reciprocity theory, “people respond to goodness with goodness and to unfavorable action with unfavorable action” (Mpinganjira and Maduku, 2019, p. 466). In other words, when businesses provide a reward, it can be expected that people will be more willing to disclose their personal data as they are motivated to respond favorably to positive actions.

In reality, a balance between privacy harms and opportunities often leads children to make decisions that favor immediate benefits of disclosure over pending privacy risks later on (Stoilova et al., 2019). Youn (2005), for instance, found that teenagers (ages 14–18 years) were more willing to provide personal data when they perceived adequate benefits. A possible reason for this is that at a young age, there is still an imbalance between children’s cognitive control and their affective brain regions. This not yet fully matured cognitive control may thus be one reason for children’s propensity towards arousing rewards (Defoe et al., 2015). Also, the extent to which disclosure advantages and disadvantages are portrayed by e-marketers may be yet another factor explaining the act of disclosing personal data. Advantages of disclosure requests are easier to recognize since e-marketers are clever to emphasize the benefits by, for instance, providing certain rewards in the form of content access or incentives. Recognizing risks in a disclosure context, in contrast, is much more difficult because it assumes that children have knowledge about the different risks related to the disclosure—which is usually not the case (Montgomery et al., 2017). Since privacy risks are often not explicitly stressed by data practitioners or can only be found when consulting the privacy notice, children—who lack
specific knowledge to correctly engage with these risks or inform themselves about the risks—may be more vulnerable.

Factors such as the presence of rewards and privacy risks may also influence consumers’ perceptions of the fairness of the information exchange. Rewards tend to make data disclosure requests more attractive and eventually tempt consumers to engage in data disclosure, while privacy risks do the reverse (Premazzi et al., 2010). Put differently, the cost–benefit trade-off contributes to consumers’ assessment of the fairness of the information exchange. This is where privacy literacy may play a crucial role. Children who are more literate may have a better notion of the positive and negative consequences of disclosure. When a reward is provided in exchange for personal data, literate children may find the disclosure request less fair as they may feel they are being “bribed” into giving their data and are more skeptical of such requests. In other words, they may find the disclosure request less fair because they know that their data will be used for commercial purposes, and they may feel deceived by the information receiver when a reward is promised. This leads us to the formulation of the following moderated mediation hypothesis (see Figure 1 for the conceptual model).

H2: When a commercial company includes a reward in an online data disclosure request (vs. no reward), children who are more literate will find the disclosure request less fair.

3 Method

3.1 Design and Participants

A between-subjects experimental study design was used to test how children cope with a personal data request from a commercial company and to understand the effect of a reward on their disclosure behavior. The study was conducted in 10 primary schools in Flanders, Belgium. We obtained institutional ethical approval from the ethical review board of the university faculty as well as from the concerned primary schools. Children were only allowed to
participate after their parents provided written informed consent. In total, 496 children between 9 and 13 years old ($M_{\text{age}} = 10.51$, $SD_{\text{age}} = .97$) from the fourth ($N = 184, 37\%$), fifth ($N = 174, 35\%$), and sixth ($N = 138, 28\%$) grade participated in the study. The sample was balanced across gender ($N_{\text{boys}} = 255, 51\%; N_{\text{girls}} = 241, 49\%$).

### 3.2 Stimuli and Pretest

For the actual study, a mock-up game website was constructed, which exposed children to a data disclosure request. As the aim was to create a website that looked as realistic as possible, the game website originated from a real existing and popular soda brand because its products are extensively consumed and well-known among young children. Before playing the advergame, children in this study were confronted with a data request from this commercial brand (“Provide your details quickly!”), where they could decide to disclose their personal details or not. Half of them got to see the reward condition in this stage, whereas in the control condition, this disclosure was not displayed.

The website consisted of three pages. On the introduction page, to manipulate the provision of a reward (versus lack of reward), we either mentioned children could win a theme park ticket in return for their personal data or did not include such a statement (see Figure 2). For purposes of realism, we included a statement that made this data request comply with today’s regulations on transparency of data usage (i.e., GDPR), namely that the brand would use personal data for advertising purposes and share these data with third parties.

[Insert Figure 2 here]

On the second page (Figure 3a), children were asked for six types of personal details (e.g., age and name) with an option to not give any data (by means of a “I don’t want to share my personal details” button) before being able to move onto the actual game page. The number of personal details given on this page enabled us to calculate a score reflecting the real disclosure behavior (see Section 3.4).
On the third page, the actual game was displayed. Children were instructed to catch as many bottles as possible in 1 minute (Figure 3b).

In order to decide on the ideal reward, a within-subjects pretest was conducted among 97 children ages 8–11 years ($M = 9.79$, $SD = .88$; 40% female). Children were asked to envision browsing the website of a popular soda brand to play a game. Then they were asked to rate to what extent they liked different rewards that the brand would provide in exchange for their personal data. These rewards included a movie ticket, a tennis racket, a theme park ticket, and a comic strip (all were chosen because of their gender and age neutrality). Children were then asked to indicate how much they liked and valued each reward.

Paired samples $t$-tests revealed that the movie ticket and the theme park ticket had the highest mean values for reward liking and value (see Table 1). There was no statistical difference between the extent to which children liked the two rewards ($t(96) = -.39$, $p = .697$). Children did value the theme park ticket more than the movie ticket ($t(96) = -2.15$, $p = .034$). Based on the results, we decided to include the theme park ticket as the hypothetical reward in our study.

To manipulate privacy literacy, half of the children received privacy literacy training in the form of an educational video. We chose to show a privacy literacy training video to some children based on the following assumptions: that children would initially have a rather low privacy literacy and that there would be low variation in the literacy levels for the age group participating in this study. However, Desimpelaere et al. (2020b) showed that children act differently upon disclosure requests when they are more aware of the consequences related to data sharing (viz. they disclose less details when they are more literate). Therefore, we deemed having different levels of privacy literacy was necessary for this study. As earlier studies
demonstrated that privacy education is effective at raising children’s privacy knowledge (e.g. Zhang-Kennedy et al., 2017), we exposed half of the children to privacy literacy training in the form of an educational video. The other half of the children received no training, but for reasons of uniformity, they watched a video on an unrelated topic. We believed that the mix of children having watched a privacy literacy video and children not having watched such training would enable us to have more variation in children’s knowledge levels. We thus used children’s privacy literacy as a continuous independent variable in our analyses.

The training videos were developed and pretested in another study (Desimpelaere et al., 2020b; see Figure 4 for screenshots of the privacy literacy training and control video). The basic principles of personal data collection and usage as well as the consequences related to consumer data disclosure were explained in the privacy literacy training video. The video also emphasized the importance of data protection and proposed several strategies to cope with data disclosure requests, including asking for parental guidance, reading privacy statements, refusing to provide personal data, and sharing only fictive details. Children who were allocated to the control group watched a video that explained the consequences of global warming and the actions that people can take to slow this process. The results of this study showed that the privacy literacy training enhanced children’s privacy literacy (vs. the control video). We therefore argue that the initial goal for obtaining different levels of privacy literacy was achieved, and we consequently used the variable (level of) privacy literacy (and not the presence or absence of the privacy literacy training itself) in the following results (see Figure 5 for the distribution of the score on privacy literacy).

[Insert Figures 4 and 5 here]

3.3 Procedure

This study began by shortly briefing the children about the research’s procedure. Children then watched either the privacy literacy training video or the control video. This
happened at the class level, meaning that all children from the same class watched the same video. Children could then play three online games, the first two of which were included to cover up the true purpose of the experiment (Bubbleshooter and Slither.io, two games that are freely available on the internet). Children played both games for approximately 3 minutes before moving to the self-constructed game website containing the reward manipulations, where they responded to the data request. Finally, children were forwarded to the self-reported survey. The researcher read out loud each question for all children in the classroom (to control for differences in reading ability), after which the children answered the question (they could only continue to the next question when everybody in the classroom had answered a particular question).

3.4 Measures

After exposing children to a data disclosure request, they moved onto the questionnaire, which included measures for privacy literacy, perceived advantage, perceived fairness, real disclosure behavior, and socio-demographic variables. To assess children’s online privacy literacy, six true/false items were used, four of which came from the scale by Kezer et al. (2016) (e.g., “It is a good idea to provide your personal details, even if you do not entirely know what they will do with them”) and two of which were self-composed (e.g., “Cookies are little programs that are installed on your computer and save information on which websites you visit”). The number of correct answers provided by the child was summated ($M = 3.68$, $SD = 1.26$).

For reasons of time constraints and to avoid respondent fatigue, the measurement of perceived fairness and advantage was done with a single item each. Research shows that constructs in marketing studies consisting of a concrete singular object and a concrete attribute are not necessarily inferior to the quality of multiple-item constructs (Bergkvist and Rossiter, 2007). Another study among ninth grade students showed that single-scale measures were
similar to corresponding longer scales (Gogol et al., 2014). In several domains, single-item measures have also been proven to be effective and valid when working with minors (Sattler et al., 2017), as they are much shorter and simpler to present to this age group.

Perceived fairness was assessed based on the single-item measure that Chatterjee and McGinnis (2010) and Campbell (1999) used in their studies: “How fair do you think it is that this brand asks for and uses your personal data?” (1 = not at all fair, 5 = very fair; $M = 2.26, SD = 1.08$). To assess if children perceived the reward and no-reward condition correctly, a single-item manipulation check assessed if children perceived advantages while being exposed to the site (1 = not at all, 5 = a lot; $M = 2.42, SD = 1.04$).

To assess children’s disclosure behavior, we used the same approach as Metzger (2007). As mentioned before, the website asked children about six personal details, which children could fill out (with authentic or fake information) or could leave blank. In the questionnaire, children saw these entries again and needed to indicate for each data entry record they filled out (viz. first name, last name, gender, age, street name, postal code) whether it was (in)correct. This led us determine whether children had lied when entering their details. By explicitly mentioning that we did not want them to adapt incorrect details but that we only wanted to know what information was wrong or correct, we intended to avoid socially desirable answers. The number of accurately provided private details was then summated. A score of 0 was assigned to children who clicked on the “I don’t want to share my personal details” button (indicating they did not want to share their data) or to children who lied about all requested details. The higher the score, the more correct details were shared, thus reflecting less engagement in privacy protective behavior (range: 0–6, $M = 2.19, SD = 1.28$). Finally, participants also completed questions on socio-demographics (viz. gender, age, grade, school).

4 Results

4.1 Control Measures and Randomization
Manipulation controls were performed via independent t-tests and showed that the privacy literacy training had a positive effect on privacy literacy ($t(494) = -9.81, p < .001, d = .88$). Children who saw the privacy literacy training video ($M = 4.20, SD = 1.13$) were more literate than children who watched the control video ($M = 3.19, SD = 1.19$). Our previously stated aim to have different levels of privacy literacy was thus achieved, and we thus continued to use the level of privacy literacy as an independent variable in the following analyses to test the proposed hypotheses. Second, the reward condition was also manipulated successfully. Those who were exposed to a reward ($M = 2.52, SD = 1.04$) perceived more benefits than those who were not exposed to such reward ($M = 2.28, SD = 1.03; t(494) = -2.51, p = .012, d = .23$).

There were no gender ($\chi^2(1) = .036, p = .851$) or age ($t(476.67) = 1.53, p = .126$) differences between the reward condition and the control group. For privacy literacy, there were no differences between boys’ and girls’ level of literacy ($t(494) = -.91, p = .386$), but a simple linear regression showed that age did significantly predict privacy literacy ($F(1, 495) = 4.52, p = .034, R^2 = .009$). Therefore, we decided to include age as a covariate in our analyses.

### 4.2 Correlations

Before testing the hypotheses, we examined how the different constructs were related (see Table 2). Privacy literacy was negatively correlated with disclosure behavior. That is, the higher the child’s privacy literacy was, the less accurate personal details were given. Perceived fairness was positively correlated with perceived advantage and disclosure behavior. In other words, the fairer the data disclosure request was perceived to be, the more advantages and accurate details were provided. Perceived advantage was also positively correlated with disclosure behavior, meaning that the more advantages were experienced, the more accurate details were provided.

[Insert Table 2 here]
4.3 The Mediating Role of Perceived Fairness on the Relationship between Privacy Literacy and Disclosure Behavior

For the first hypothesis, a mediation analysis was conducted to investigate the relationship between privacy literacy and disclosure behavior through perceived fairness (Hayes, 2018; PROCESS, model 4, 5000 bootstraps; see Table 3). Age was included as a covariate in this analysis. There was a direct negative effect of privacy literacy on disclosure behavior ($B = -0.36, SE = 0.09, p < 0.001$). Children who were more literate engaged more in privacy protective behavior such as disclosing untruthful details or refusing to provide data. No direct effect was found between privacy literacy and perceived fairness ($B = 0.04, SE = 0.04, p = 0.289$), nor did perceived fairness mediate the relationship between privacy literacy and disclosure behavior, disconfirming H1 ($B = 0.02, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [−0.0179, 0.0611]$). There was, however, a positive effect of perceived fairness on disclosure behavior ($B = 0.46, SE = 0.11, p < 0.001$), meaning that when children perceived the data disclosure request as fairer, the more truthful personal details they provided.

The covariate age did not affect perceived fairness ($B = -0.06, SE = 0.05, p = 0.233$) but did influence disclosure behavior ($B = -0.24, SE = 0.12, p = 0.046$). The older children were, the less truthful details they disclosed.

4.4 The Moderating Role of a Reward on the Relationship between Privacy Literacy and Disclosure Behavior

In order to investigate the moderating effect of a reward on the relationship between privacy literacy and disclosure behavior as mediated by perceived fairness (H2), a moderated mediation analysis was conducted (Hayes, 2018; PROCESS, model 7, 5000 bootstraps; see Figure 6). Again, age was included as a covariate.
There was an indirect effect of privacy literacy (x) on disclosure behavior (y) through perceived fairness (m), depending on the reward condition (w) \( (B = .08, SE = .04, 95\% CI [.0101, .1853]; \) see Table 4).

More specifically, when a reward was given, there was a positive effect of literacy on disclosure behavior, mediated through perceived fairness \( (B = .06, SE = .03, 95\% CI [.0078, .1185]). \) For the condition in which a reward was provided, a higher level of privacy literacy led children to perceive the data disclosure request to be fairer (see Figure 7), and this eventually convinced them to engage in greater data disclosure. However, this is the exact opposite of what H2 proposes, and thus we could not accept H2. For the condition in which no reward was provided, there was no significant relationship between children’s privacy literacy and perceived fairness \( (B= -.03, SE = .03, 95\% CI [−.0970, .0275]). \)

There was also a negative main effect for the provision of a reward on perceived fairness \( (B = -.61, SE = .30, p = .043). \) Thus, when a reward was provided, children perceived the data exchange request to be less fair, and this eventually led to less disclosure. Regarding the covariate age, we found no significant effect of this variable on perceived fairness \( (B = -.05, SE = .05, p = .284), \) but there was again a negative effect of age on disclosure behavior \( (B = - .24, SE = .12, p = .046). \)

5 Discussion

Following previous calls for more research on children’s real privacy behavior (Baumeister et al., 2007; Montgomery et al., 2017), this study investigated how children’s privacy literacy influences real disclosure behavior and how it is mediated by perceived fairness and moderated by the provision of a reward. Several conclusions can be derived from this study.
Privacy literacy plays an important role in the extent to which children protect their online privacy. Our results showed that when children are more literate about the use of their personal data for commercial purposes, such as personalized advertisements, they disclose less truthful details by either lying about their personal information or refusing to provide them in the first place. This is in line with earlier research (Desimpelaere et al., 2020b) that showed that privacy literacy training enhanced the adaptation of privacy protective behavior.

The relationship between literacy and behavior, however, changes completely when a reward is introduced to the scenario. In opposition to our initial expectation, we found that when a reward was provided, children with higher literacy experienced the data disclosure request to be fairer than those who had lower levels of such knowledge, eventually leading to a higher number of disclosed truthful items. A number of explanations can underlie this effect. First, children could possibly have a better understanding of the consequences of data practices when they are more literate. Following the privacy calculus theory (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999), privacy literacy enables rationality toward a cost–benefit trade-off, meaning that children who are more aware of the negative consequences are less likely to divulge personal data. In other words, the risks outbalanced the benefits (which is also supported by our finding that the more privacy literate children were, the less details they provided). Thus, the privacy calculus model sees consumers as rational agents able to balance advantages and disadvantages against each other before making a decision on disclosure requests (Kokolakis, 2017), and hence, literacy can ease the assessment of this trade-off. However, situational cues such as immediate rewards may alleviate potential risks and may override rational privacy-related thinking (Barth and de Jong, 2017). In this sense, the fairness heuristic theory (Lind et al., 2001) stipulates that people rely on fairness cues to identify fair parties and to determine whether they are being treated correctly. It may thus be that a reward functions as a fairness cue that guides children to make decisions on data disclosure. In this sense, more literate children may thus look for specific
fairness cues in a disclosure context, hereby attempting to compensate for the risks that are involved with such disclosure. As a result, they may value a reward much more because they may perceive the incentive as part of a fair information exchange whereby both parties exchange some good.

Second, it may also be that the more insight children have into the risks related to data disclosure, the less severe the risks are perceived to be. As previous research suggests, children are often warned about stranger danger situations in which malicious individuals misuse children’s data (Zhang-Kennedy et al., 2016). However, when children become more aware of the consequences of data disclosure in commercial contexts, they may perceive data disclosure in these contexts to be safer. In this sense, a reward may actually encourage them to disclose details even more.

Third, the effects may also be explained by children’s higher confidence in their ability to deal with data disclosure requests that results from being more literate. Confidence that arises from such knowledge may weaken their resistance to the presence of rewards in an online disclosure situation. In the context of advertising, it was also found that knowledge does not always compensate for the influence of persuasive messages. For instance, Youn and Shin (2020) found that adolescents with a high persuasion knowledge (viz. the ability to recognize and understand advertisers’ persuasive motives and tactics of commercial messages; Friestad and Wright (1994)) found the advertisement more relevant and, at the same time, experienced less feelings of privacy infringement.

It thus seems that privacy literacy, and perhaps the confidence stemming from this enhanced knowledge, is in fact a hurdle for critical assessment when a reward is traded for personal data. Thus, in contrast to what the privacy calculus theory suggests, consumers, and more specifically, children, are not always rational agents who deliberately weigh benefits against risks. Even though they are literate, the decision to disclose is also dependent on
situation-specific cues. In this sense, rewards can eventually lead users to favor instant gratification at the cost of future risks and makes them more willing to share personal information (Waldman, 2020).

Besides the effects of privacy literacy on disclosure behavior, the extent to which children find a disclosure request to be fair is also an important element in the decision-making process for data disclosure. More specifically, when children find the disclosure request to be fair, they disclose more truthful details and thus engage less in privacy protective behavior. The relationship between moral reflection and behavior was also acknowledged in a study on adolescents’ (ages 12–18 years) advertising literacy (De Jans et al., 2018). In that study, it was found that adolescents who were more skeptical toward advertisements engaged more in advertising resistance, such as avoiding seeing the advertisements. Thus, the moral reflection on certain consumer practices, such as perceiving something as unfair or being skeptical, may play a crucial role in accepting or rejecting consumer practices.

Finally, in addition to the level of privacy literacy, age seems to play an important role in children’s assessments on data disclosure. In line with previous research (Desimpelaere et al., 2020b), this study showed that the older children were, the less truthful details they disclosed. A potential reason for this finding is that when children become older, they gain more familiarity with internet hazards. In turn, internet users who are more experienced tend to adopt

6 Implications

In light of this study’s findings, a few implications for e-practitioners, researchers, and policymakers can be derived. If we want children to make well-informed decisions on data disclosure, the acquirement of privacy literacy is key, as this study has demonstrated. Therefore, the first implication aligns with previous research calls that stress the importance of privacy literacy and education (Trepte, Teutsch, Masur, Eicher, et al., 2015). Cognitive skills (viz.
knowing how e-practitioners collect and use personal data for commercial purposes) seem to be effective for reducing the amount of data provided voluntarily. Increasing children’s literacy on this topic can be done in a number of ways, for example, by focusing on educational programs that can be taught in school environments and via national media (e.g., publicly funded television stations with a channel for children that broadcast educational and informational content).

One of the findings also showed that children’s literacy gradually develops over the years. However, in the context of advertising, research has shown that children ages 12 and under have not yet reached an adult-like level of advertising literacy (Rozendaal et al., 2010). It is thus rather questionable that the necessary level of privacy literacy is fully developed by the age of 13 (the age range in this study was between 9 and 13 years). Therefore, it is important to teach children from a young age to critically reflect on data collection practices, and, by extension, general consumer practices so that they are able to develop these skills throughout childhood.

Also, this study showed that the extent to which a data request is perceived as fair affects the decision outcome on disclosure. Thus, content wise, these educational efforts should also pay attention to when data practices are appropriate and fair and should ideally teach children to reflect critically on data requests and judge them on their appropriateness. In this way, education leads to children not only being able to recognize situations in which their data are collected and used for commercial aims but also to formulate opinions on how appropriate or fair the concerned practice is. Moreover, governments should focus on national information campaigns that go beyond the typical stranger danger situations in interpersonal communication (Desimpelaere et al., 2020a) and incorporate negative consequences of data practices in other (e.g., commercial) contexts as well.
Commercial platforms should also make affordances. For instance, they could do so by informing users about the tactics used and consequences of data disclosures when a data disclosure request is prompted. At the very least, there needs to be a clear and easy-to-understand disclosure. One prescriptive form of standard disclosure ideally signals the consumer (or the child) that their data will be collected and used (Campbell and Grimm, 2019).

Our study also showed that a high level of privacy literacy can actually be an obstacle to effective privacy management in instances where a reward is provided. That certainly does not mean that children should not be educated in order to attenuate these effects, but instead, e-practitioners should be prohibited from distributing explicit rewards in return for personal data, especially when it comes to young children. Thus, the industry could benefit from clearer information on the implementation of the current legislation. This information could be distributed through information sessions or by sharing best practices.

Finally, we wonder whether the current legislation goes far enough in protecting children’s online privacy. General regulation and self-regulatory initiatives by the (advertising) industry itself could consider completely banning companies from gathering children’s data in the first place rather than setting limitations or barriers (e.g., verifiable parental consent) for the collection and processing of their data (Vermeulen and Lievens, 2017). We believe that the combination of educating children, setting restrictions, and sharing guidelines on dealing with children’s personal data would eventually result in more empowered kids who are able to understand and respond to data requests responsibly.

7 Limitations and Directions for Future Research

In this section, several limitations are addressed that may serve as suggestions for further research. First, to obtain different levels of privacy literacy, we used a privacy literacy training video to enhance the children’s literacy. Little time elapsed between showing the privacy literacy video and the actual experiment. This could imply that the effects of the video were
still very salient while children participated in the experiment, which is not entirely realistic in a real-life setting. Future research should consider investigating whether long-term effects can be detected when the period between exposure and the actual experiment is prolonged, and also whether the found effects hold when no such educational intervention is used.

Next, we want to point out that no prior test was done to assess any existing differences in privacy literacy between the two groups (those who watched the privacy literacy training and those who were in the control group). Although we believe such pretests could have influenced participants in such a way that it affected their privacy perceptions and disclosure behavior later in the study, the found results could have benefit from controlling for existing literacy differences (e.g., performing a pretest a few days before the experiment).

There are also a few limitations to be noted with respect to the stimuli materials used. First, the results cannot be generalized due to the type of reward used in this study. Companies use a number of tempting benefits other than chances to win theme park tickets. Future studies could therefore explore different types of benefits, such as access to games, provisions of more tangible assets (books, toys, etc.), and more (Babula et al., 2017).

Also, we recognize that the current type of reward (i.e., theme park ticket) is extremely attractive for the target group in this study. Future studies should consider less attractive incentives as well (e.g., access to the game itself or chances to win a brand product) in order to further unravel the found interaction effect.

Second, in order to create a realistic website, an existing brand was used which is familiar and well-known among children. Its strong reputation might have led children to respond more favorably to data requests compared to less reputable brands, as suggested by the reciprocity theory. As such, the reputation of a company as being an ethical or unethical brand might strongly affect how people respond to data requests from that company (Mpinganjira and
Maduku, 2019). It would therefore be interesting to examine how children respond to data requests from a company with a less strong or even with an unethical brand reputation.

Third, as previously mentioned, the GDPR states that institutions should ask for parental consent when processing data belonging to children under 16 years of age. Due to practical constraints, we could not involve parents in the children’s disclosure decision in this experiment. However, in reality, children may make completely different decisions when they need to ask their parents’ permission first. However, we opine that it is difficult to incorporate parents into such an experiment, and we also question whether children actually do always ask for their parents’ permission in reality. We suggest that the results should be interpreted with this limitation in mind.

The final limitation regarding the stimuli is related to the different types of personal information (viz. first and last name, gender, age, street name, and postal code) that were requested. In a real-life setting, asking for a user’s address is often only done when it concerns an online purchase process and not for simple sign-up occasions. We did this deliberately to ensure variation possibilities in the extent to which children perceived the request as severe. However, this could affect the practical applicability of the results.

We also want to elaborate on the single-item measures used in this study. Despite the advantages that single-item measures may have when performing research with children (e.g., short, less time consuming, easy to understand, and valid), future research may consider include multi-item measures if there is time to do so. This way, the internal validity of the concerned scale can be better guaranteed.

We also agree with De Pauw et al. (2018) suggestion to incorporate questions in future research that uncover the rationale behind children’s judgements on the (in)appropriateness of the concerned data practices and the used tactics. Besides asking them how fair a particular data disclosure request is, it may be more valuable to let them explain the process of their judgement
(why?). This way, children learn to critically reflect on the appropriateness (taking into account the pros and cons) when they are confronted with such requests, and these insights may eventually be valuable for the development of privacy educational programs.
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Figures

Figure 1: Conceptual model.

Figure 2: The first page, in which the (a) reward vs. (b) no reward condition is manipulated.
Figure 3: (a) Second and (b) third pages of the website. These pages were the same for all conditions.

Figure 4: Screenshots taken from (a) the privacy literacy training video and (b) the control video.
Figure 5: Distribution of the score for privacy literacy (range: 0–6).

Figure 6: The relationship between privacy literacy and disclosure behavior mediated through perceived fairness and moderated by reward. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
Figure 7: Interaction effects between privacy literacy and reward on perceived fairness. A significant positive effect for privacy literacy on perceived fairness was only observed for the reward condition.
### Table 1: Mean scores on reward liking and value for the different rewards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Reward type</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reward liking (5 points)</td>
<td>Movie ticket</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis racket</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comic strip</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme park ticket</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward value (5 points)</td>
<td>Movie ticket</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis racket</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comic strip</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme park ticket</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privacy literacy</th>
<th>Perceived fairness</th>
<th>Perceived advantage</th>
<th>Disclosure behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privacy literacy</td>
<td>3.68 (1.26)</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>−.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived fairness</td>
<td>2.26 (1.08)</td>
<td>.388***</td>
<td>.185***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived advantage</td>
<td>2.42 (1.04)</td>
<td>.355***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure behavior</td>
<td>1.90 (2.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. Diagonal line: Means (SD).
### Table 3: Overview of Model 4 (Hayes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect Type</th>
<th>Effect (SE)</th>
<th>LLCI</th>
<th>ULCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect of privacy literacy on disclosure behavior</td>
<td>-.36 (.09)</td>
<td>-.5437</td>
<td>-.1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect of perceived fairness on disclosure behavior</td>
<td>.46 (.11)</td>
<td>.2498</td>
<td>.6644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect effect of privacy literacy on disclosure behavior through perceived fairness</td>
<td>.02 (.02)</td>
<td>-.0179</td>
<td>.0611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SE; LLCI; ULCI.

### Table 4: Overview of Model 7 (Hayes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect Type</th>
<th>Effect (SE)</th>
<th>LLCI</th>
<th>ULCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction effect between privacy literacy and reward provision on perceived fairness</td>
<td>.19 (.08)</td>
<td>.0326</td>
<td>.3376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional indirect effect for privacy literacy on disclosure behavior through perceived fairness</td>
<td>Reward (.03)</td>
<td>.0078</td>
<td>.1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional indirect effect for privacy literacy on disclosure behavior through perceived fairness</td>
<td>No reward (.03)</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.0970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SE; LLCI; ULCI.